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Trends in asset manager fees
Third party management fees typically represent the largest part of investors costs, and are generally declining
TREND

Median global equity fees have fallen by 4% since 2016 and 7%
since 2013, with greater visibility on fees and strong pressure from
passive or smart beta strategies.
Emerging market equity fees have declined by 6% since 2016
and 13% since 2013, although performance persistence in the top
quartile is inhibiting pricing competition in that cohort.

COMMON PUSH BACK

BUT where investors ask
managers for a reduction
because fees have been
trending down it’s likely the
manager will tell them…
“you were already on an
exceptionally good fee”

Absolute return fixed income fees have fallen by 15% since
2016 as the sector has matured and price discovery has occurred.

“this strategy is different
because… “

Emerging market debt fees are down 10% since 2016 with a
larger universe of managers and softer demand in 2018.
Fund of hedge fund fees continue their dramatic declines, with
US managers out-charging European counterparts
Private market fees have been more resilient however, many
managers are cutting costs for desirable clients.
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So, what is the right fee?

So, what is the right fee?
To understand that, we believe there needs to be competition (real or engineered)
In reality, the strength of price competition depends on a range of factors
▪

Including visibility of fees and total costs, homogeneity of product set, maturity of asset class, strength of investor demand relative to
supply etc.

▪

We would probably all agree, those are best tested during an original manager search

But, those dynamics change over time
▪

As things change with the manager, the investor and/or the market

▪

We find that investors who have a process to systematically recreate the competitive assessments from a search process, are most
able to robustly assess value for money and then, where appropriate, further optimize fees

▪

In that context, enterprises like the Cost Transparency Initiatives provide a significant boost

Practical considerations
During such reviews, we would encourage participants to think about competition dynamics and other practical considerations, such as…
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Practical considerations
MANDATE SIZE OPTIMISATION & BREAKPOINT RENEGOTIATION

FEE DETAIL SCRUTINITY AND COMPARABILITY

Median fee for Global Equity vs Global Unconstrained Bonds

Illustrative Fee Evolution for a Core Infrastructure Manager
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Practical considerations
THE MANAGER’S PERSPECTIVE – YOUR VALUE TO THEM

NET OF FEES PERFORMANCE, AND ITS DRIVERS

Global Equity Growth Manager

Quoted Private Debt Fees (US and EUROPE), $150M
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vs. MSCI ACWI

Practical considerations
AWARENESS OF OTHER REGIONAL INIATIVES E.G.
The Federation of the Dutch Pension Funds has invested much energy in improving transparency of administrative costs. That
started with motivating asset managers to give more insight in the asset management costs. The Recommendations on Costs were first
issued in 2011 and this self-regulation to become more transparent has been transformed into legislation. In 2016 the Federation has
made a revised edition of the recommendations (available in English).
What do pension funds need to report?
▪ The pension management costs in euros per member.
▪

Asset management costs as a % of average AuM in relation to the investment mix, relevant benchmark and long-term return.

▪

The transaction costs on a separate basis as a percentage of average AuM.

The regulator published these number on the website annually leading to headlines like "the most expensive pension fund is..."
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), is an independent statutory authority that supervises institutions across
banking, insurance and superannuation in Australia. In December 2019, they published a Heatmap (https://www.apra.gov.au/mysuperproduct-heatmap) that “uses a graduating colour scheme to provide credible, clear and comparable insights into MySuper products
across three areas: investment performance, fees and costs, and sustainability of member outcomes”.
APRA has not yet updated the sections of the Heatmap focused on investment performance and sustainability (because changes in
those areas are expected to take longer to manifest) however more than 40 per cent of MySuper members have seen a reduction in
fees since the heatmaps were published (translating to savings of AUD $110m per year).
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Fees and governance
Advice

1. Have a clear governance process in place, founded upon robust data, reviewing fees systematically every three-five years

2. Take a multi-dimensional view, and form an overall view on value-for-money, don’t assess fees in isolation

3. Consider the manager’s perspective, and your value to the manager (not just vice versa)
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